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very house on the St. Annx Plads where the great
Enslev died : the flat in the Dronningens Tvaergade
where Jytte Abildgaard and her mother lived.
The " Danish folk with the pale eyes " is here seen
from a new angle ; seen in its political life. Enslev,
the political leader, is, no doubt, under something
of a disguise, Sverdrap. The portraits of this book
surpass in psychological delicacy those of the earlier
novels; in fact, one recognizes certain types of figures
which had already appeared in other books, but
which are here raised to a higher artistic power;
for instance, the fine figure of the rebel priest, Mads
Vestrup. Torben Dihmer, who may be called the
hero only in so far as he is the most persistent male
figure throughout the book, is one of the most
complex portraits in Pontoppidan's gallery; and the
charming Jytte Abildgaard is far more living than
the often theatrical Jacobe of Lykke-Per.
The hero of ILykke-Per in a moment of introspective
clairvoyance realizes that " there is no other hell than
that which men, in their fear of ghosts, make for
themselves>y; and that he is himself but a ghost,
wearing out his life in the vain fight with incorporeal
shadows. This thought is followed out in the last
book. The kingdom of the dead is the kingdom of
the past, of the people and things that have been,
and are now but memories. The world has become
the dreatn ; the real the unreal; life is a mere blind
fighting of the air, and Torben Dihmer comes back
from this world as from a journey in the kingdom of
the dead, back to the one reality of his own lonely
life. If Det forjattede Land is a kind of 'Brand in
Pontoppidan's work, and L,ykke-Per is his Peer Gynt,
here he has reached the stage of When We Dead Awaken
—awaken from the kingdom of the dead to a new
kingdom of the living. De Dodes ILige is a mellower,
less rasping book for delicate nerves than Ls/kke-Per;
a gentler renunciation lies over it; but the pessimism,
if less militant, is unabated.

